
Computing Curriculum  

 

 

Intent 

At St. Teresa’s, we deliver a high-quality computing curriculum that equips pupils to use 

computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the world. The core of 

computing is computer science, in which pupils are taught the principles of information 

and computation, how digital systems work, and how to put this knowledge to use 

through programming. Building on this knowledge and understanding, pupils are 

equipped to use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of 

content.  

 

We aim for all pupils to become digitally literate and we give them the means to be able 

to use and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and 

communication technology, with a focus on e-safety, at a level suitable for the future 

workplace and as active participants in a digital world. 

 

How this is implemented at St. Teresa’s 

Computer Science starts in EYFS where children use BeeBots for basic programming. A 

Beebot is an exciting little robot designed for use by young children. It is colourful, easy-to-

operate and a perfect tool for teaching counting, sequencing, estimation and problem-

solving. This builds the co-ordination needed for skills in Year 1. 

 

In Year 1-6, children use code.org and are taught the geographical language of North, 

South, East and West, to move a character or item on a grid. As the skills progress, children 

will learn how to duplicate code and become more efficient in programming. Children 

will also learn how to test and debug codes.  

 

In addition, Years 4-6 also use the popular Raspberry Pi computer for more complex 

programming. This is linked with the local website www.makestuffne.co.uk which aims to 

help young people create items using digital technology whilst also informing children of 

local inventions that have changed the world! 

 

We have a wide variety of resources to support learning, both in computing lessons and 

across the wider curriculum of the school. We have a computing suite to cater for a full 

class and iPads that are compatible with the newest applications. We use a variety of 

applications with additional resources to enhance learning – this includes using a green 

screen for animation, photography and animation. 

 

 

 

http://www.makestuffne.co.uk/


Impact of computing in St. Teresa’s 

At St. Teresa’s, children receive a creative curriculum that allows for the use of computing 

in many other subjects. Cross-curricular activities offer many opportunities for children to 

learn and apply skills taught in computing and to enhance creativity.  

How does your child use computing at school? 

Computing in schools is taught as a subject in its own right and also supports children’s 

learning in other subjects, including English, Mathematics, Science and Topic work. Within 

computing lessons children learn to use a wide range of computing skills including: 

 

 Word processing to write stories, poems or letters 

 Databases to record information, e.g. mini-beast databases 

 Spread sheets to create tables, charts and graphs 

 Desktop publishing to design posters, leaflets or cards 

 Garage Band to create musical scores 

 Internet and online safety 

 Digital camera (iPad) to record what they have done in class or on a visit 

 Computer coding to give instructions and make something happen 

 Raspberry Pi (Key Stage 2) become familiar with circuit boards and to program 

code 

 Code.org to program lines of code 

 Use a green screen for special effects including photographs and video 

 EYFS – programming Beebots to move on a 2-D grid using co-ordinates of North, 

South, East and West 

  

How can I help my child at home? 

Computing is not just about using a computer. It also includes the use of tablets, game 

consoles, controllable toys, digital cameras and everyday equipment such as a digital 

recorder, DVD player, or Blu-Ray player. Children can be helped to develop 

their computing skills at home by: 

 

 Writing a letter to a relative 

 Sending an email to a friend 

 Drawing a picture on screen 

 Using the Internet to research a class topic 

 Planning a route with a controllable toy 

 Using interactive games 

 Playing on an educational App on a tablet 

 

 

 

 



Computing in action at St. Teresa’s 

 

 

The above photographs show a variety of work from different year groups. EYFS children are programming 

their Beebots to navigate around a 2-dimensional grid. Children have also used the Green Screen app as a 

creative tool for learning in their literacy lessons. Year 1 children have used the school iPads and fairy tale 

application to create, dress and describe characters. Children have also been using code.org to program 

lines of code – using directional functions, reasoning, problem solving and repeated code. Year 5 have 

been busy using Raspberry Pi computers to program and create a circuit board linked to the work of local 

engineers and inventors – such as the first light switch employing "quick-break technology" which was 

invented by John Henry Holmes in 1884 in the Shieldfield district of Newcastle upon Tyne. 


